
  

EVREUX [R-H] - 01 September 
Race 1 - PRIX ALAIN DE ROYER DUPRE -  1800m MDN. Purse EUR €12,500. 

1. BORN WITH WINGS - Sets the form standard based on 1.75L third at Vichy last time. Can improve further 

and looks the one they all have to beat now.  

2. BLACK TRACK - Shaped with promise on both starts so far. Each way chance if progressing again. 

3. GARACHICO - 7L sixth on debut at Deauville. This is a lot easier and should only progress. Potential threat 

to all.  

4. HEART DREAM - Ran below market expectations first up. Interesting should the money come once more. 

Potential big improver.  

5. WOOX - Well beaten on debut and easily opposed following that. 

6. WASSIM - Nicely bred son of Charm Spirit. Makes debut in winnable race and good yard should have him 

primed for this. Keep safe.  

7. ICING - €18000 purchase that is bred to have ability. Each way chance.  

8. AMI SOLEDAD - First-time starter from the Jean-Philippe Dubois stable. Yard can ready one so worth 

shortlisting. 

9. MONTICELLI - Jockey booking catches the eye on debut. Interesting particularly if supported in the market.  

10. CARTESIO - First-time starter by Full Drago. Market can guide. 

11. TENNESSEE JOHN - First-time starter by Johnny Barnes. Market check can guide.  

12. VALOU - Son of Kendargent that gets apprentice help first up. Each way claims.  

13. RIVER RIBBLE - Inexpensive purchase as a yearling and has already been gelded. Best watched unless 

market positive.  

Summary: BORN WITH WINGS (1) ran well to finish 1.75L third last time at Vichy. Sets the form standard 
and will prove hard to beat if improving further. GARACHICO (3) shaped with promise on debut and this is 
easier. Top jockey booked. Big chance. WASSIM (6) is nicely bred. Finds a good opportunity first up so keep 
safe. HEART DREAM (4) proved popular making initial attempt however ran below expectations. May improve 
and holds each way claims. 

Selections 

BORN WITH WINGS (1) - GARACHICO (3) - WASSIM (6) - HEART DREAM (4)  



Race 2 - PRIX FREDDY HEAD -  1800m MDN. Purse EUR €12,500. 

1. FALL IN LOVE - Promising debut effort when beaten 4L into sixth at Deauville. Stayed on well and extra 

journey should only benefit now. Potential threat to all. 

2. CALITHEE - Modest form on debut and will need to improve sharply if he is to factor.  

3. ELVIRIA - Unfancied and showed only modest ability on debut. Good jockey booked and may improve but 

likely best watched.  

4. SATISFACTION - Beaten 10L into fifth on recent debut. Will improve for extra distance but likely a place 

will be best here.  

5. AWANGA - Will need to improve sharply upon debut if she is to factor.  

6. AVENUE OF DREAMS - Well beaten on debut and happy to oppose following that.  

7. ALMAMOUR FOREVER - Down the field first up and unlikely to improve enough to play a role.  

8. GARDOL MOON - Placed on both starts so far including when beaten a head at Moulins last time. Easy to 

fancy. 

9. LORNE - Unfancied and then well beaten on debut. Best watched following that.  

10. JARITE FLEURY - First-time starter from the Josephine Soudan stable. Market can prove best guide.  

11. SHOWENA - Filly by Showcasing. This trip looks suitable and yard can ready one but wide stall not ideal. 

Each way chance.  

12. PINK VALENTINE - Filly by Wings Of Eagles. Bred to stay well so this trip should suit on debut. Each way 

claims.  

13. VILA NOVA - Runs first up for top trainer. Yards runners sometimes need first start but gets apprentice 

help and has an each way chance. 

14. INVINCIBLE SEA - €60000 purchase as a yearling. Bred to be smart and could be amongst this field on 

debut. Keep safe.  

Summary: GARDOL MOON (8) placed on both previous runs. Sets a clear form standard amongst this field 
and looks hard to oppose. INVINCIBLE SEA (14) is smartly bred. Makes initial outing in this winnable looking 
race. Keep safe. FALL IN LOVE (1) was doing best work late on debut. Will relish the extra distance now and 
looks a solid each way pick. VILA NOVA (13) represents a good yard. Potential threat to all on debut. 

Selections 

GARDOL MOON (8) - INVINCIBLE SEA (14) - FALL IN LOVE (1) - VILA NOVA (13)  



Race 3 - PRIX PIERRE BIANCONE -  2100m MDN. Purse EUR €11,000. 

1. ROQUE FORT BAILEYS - Promising first two starts but backwards step when well fancied third up. Had 

excuses however and worth another chance. Each way hope. 

2. LIKE A LION - Placed over hurdles last time but has looked limited on both previous flat runs. Best watched.  

3. SORIANA - 4L third at Lyon-Parilly reads well but disappointed since. Needs to bounce back. 

4. ANDRAVIDA - Looked limited both starts so far. Easily opposed.  

5. GOLDEN GLITTER - With good yard and stayed on for 5L third last time. Can progress again and is easy 

to fancy.  

6. NATIONAL FLOWER - Promising debut effort when beaten just 2.75L into fourth at Vichy. Should improve 

upon that and expected to play a major role now.  

7. AER TURAS - Struggled both starts so far and others preferred once more. 

8. PLACE COLETTE - Disappointing run last time but had placed on three of four runs before that. Each way 

claims if bouncing back.  

9. CUBA LA BELLA - 6L fourth at Chateaubriant on debut. Place likely best second up.  

10. LA PIENZA - Filly by Myboycharlie. Market can prove best guide first up. 

Summary: NATIONAL FLOWER (6) shaped extremely well when just missing the placings on debut. Will 
improve upon that and finds the right race. Consider. GOLDEN GLITTER (5) placed when racing second up. 
May progress again and is easy to fancy. PLACE COLETTE (8) can be excused a disappointing run last time. 
Form prior was good and is a genuine threat to all if bouncing back. ROQUE FORT BAILEYS (1) holds each 
way claims amongst this field. 

Selections 

NATIONAL FLOWER (6) - GOLDEN GLITTER (5) - PLACE COLETTE (8) - ROQUE FORT BAILEYS (1)  



Race 4 - PRIX MICHELINE LEURSON -  2100m CLM. Purse EUR €10,000. 

1. VEDVOKOV - Down the field all recent starts but this is easier. Interesting if able to re-find some form.  

2. AUBE - Disappointing runs both starts so far. Happy to oppose.  

3. DIPLOMATIE - Progressing steadily with racing. 5.5L fifth at Deauville last time was a good run and has 

definite winning claims now.  

4. CONTESSA SENORA - Thriving at present and has won last two starts in similar contests. Drop in trip no 

concern and looks the one to beat once more. 

5. SWEET MALPIC - Won four starts ago and best run since when placing at Le Lion-d’Angers last time. 

Should remain in good form and worth holding safe.  

6. TECH PRO - Well beaten on all starts so far. Best watched.  

7. SKIP CHOP - Winless after 23 starts but gets drop in grade now. Drawn well and has each way claims.  

8. SALARIA - Showed little in five starts so far. Likely to struggle once more. 

9. CHANTEUSE - Recent form figures are uninspiring. Back form would suggest that she has the ability to 

factor at this level. Not entirely ruled out.  

Summary: CONTESSA SENORA (4) pursues a third successive victory. Thriving at present and expected to 
take beating once more. SWEET MALPIC (5) missed by just 2.5L last time out. That form reads well and is 
easy to fancy. DIPLOMATIE (3) is progressing with each start. Unexposed and the best is yet to come. Keep 
safe. SKIP CHOP (7) holds each way claims. 

Selections 

CONTESSA SENORA (4) - SWEET MALPIC (5) - DIPLOMATIE (3) - SKIP CHOP (7)  



Race 5 - PRIX YVES SAINT-MARTIN -  1200m CLM CL4 HCP. Purse EUR €12,000. 

1. ART PREMIER - Close to a win judged on 0.8L second at Deauville last time. Drops to a class four from a 

class two and expected to take the beating now.  

2. MINIKING - Struggled since winning four starts ago. Apprentice claim a big help though and hard to rule 

out.  

3. ART COLLECTION - Over 900 days since last victory and would be a big surprise were he to change that. 

4. KENZYDANCER - 1.5L second at Aix-les-Bains two starts ago was a good run. Threat to all if able to 

improve upon that.  

5. GHAYADH - 1.75L fifth at Le Touquet in this grade last time. Interesting if able to progress. 

6. BRIGANTINE - Back to back placings prior to disappointing run last time. Worth another chance.  

7. PALIMERO - 4.5L fourth last time at Vittel. Each way claims on that performance.  

8. LLOYDMINSTER - Won and placed on previous course runs. Running creditably this campaign and has 

each way claims.  

9. CHEF OUI CHEF - Midfield finishes in class three contests recently. Each way claims dropped in grade.  

10. KAIO CHOP - Well beaten on both starts last campaign and best watched following a break.  

11. EL MANSOUR - Struggled this campaign and happy to oppose at present.  

12. ELWIND - Won five starts ago but only modest form in four subsequent runs. Needs to bounce back if she 

is to factor.  

13. ARCO GRANDE - String of modest efforts and needs to improve sharply if he is to factor.  

Summary: ART PREMIER (1) drops in grade. Placed in a class two race last time and is the one to beat. 
BRIGANTINE (6) ran below expectations latest and is worth another chance. Easy to fancy. KENZYDANCER 
(4) rates well on the form of a 1.5L second two starts ago at Aix-Les-Bains. Threat to all. PALIMERO (7) may 
improve further and is an each way chance. 

Selections 

ART PREMIER (1) - BRIGANTINE (6) - KENZYDANCER (4) - PALIMERO (7)  



Race 6 - PRIX JEAN DE BRETIZEL -  2500m HCP CL4. Purse EUR €12,000. 

1. SIMBAYA - Two wins in last three starts including a 0.25L success at Moulins. Upped further in the weights 

but should give another bold showing.  

2. CROCY - Well beaten on reappearance. Best watched. 

3. SOWGAY - Uninspiring recent form figures and happy to oppose. 

4. REBEL QUEEN - Won three starts ago and run well both outings since. Clearly in great form and should 

go close once more. 

5. NI CHAUD NI FROID - Long-neck winner at Mons (BEL) last time. This is a better race but confidence will 

be high bidding to go back to back.  

6. WHAT IF - Inconsistent performances so far this campaign. Needs further progression. 

7. VISIONARY DREAMER - Took a big step forwards when a 1L winner at Vittel last time. Interesting if 

improving again.  

8. LORD SPIRIT - Promising 1L third at Clairefontaine on reappearance. Should only improve upon that. One 

to note.  

9. SHALINA - Well beaten on reappearance. Unlikely to improve enough to factor following that.  

10. TOUNMY - Placed on both starts this campaign. Key chance from a low weight with fitness assured.   

11. SLON HE - Honest overall record but recent performances been below that level. Needs more.  

Summary: TOUNMY (10) has placed on both attempts since resuming and should be reaching peak fitness. 
The one to beat. LORD SPIRIT (8) placed at Clairefontaine on reappearance. Can only improve upon that so 
look to keep safe. SIMBAYA (1) delivered a second success from three outings recently. Thriving at present 
and no surprise were she to defy a further weights rise. REBEL QUEEN (4) comes into this in great form. Solid 
each way chance. 

Selections 

TOUNMY (10) - LORD SPIRIT (8) - SIMBAYA (1) - REBEL QUEEN (4)  



Race 7 - PRIX D'EVREUX-PORTE DE NORMANDIE -  1800m HCP CL4. Purse EUR €12,000. 

1. MADAMES GIRL - Modest form this campaign and easily opposed.  

2. AYGUEMORTE - Won at Compiegne in this grade three starts ago and has run well at this track previously. 

Interesting.  

3. GRISBI - Uninspiring recent form figures. Best watched.  

4. MY LADY ROCK - 1L second at Clairefontaine two starts ago was a good run. Big chance now eased in 

grade.  

5. IRISH EMPEROR - 2L second at Vichy stands out amongst recent performances as rare good run. 

Interesting on that effort but not guaranteed to run to that level.  

6. VEGA DREAM - 2.5L second at Clairefontaine was a good performance. Can improve again and may now 

be able to shed maiden tag.  

7. PLACE PASDELOUP - Promise on recent starts should be ready to improve. Conditions to suit and is easy 

to fancy. 

8. CALVIN - Out for form and happy to oppose. 

9. MANTEGA - Running consistently well this campaign without troubling the judge. Place likely best.  

10. INFOX - Won five starts ago at this track but disappointing since. Return here suits and is hard to rule out. 

11. THE MAN DU VIVIEN - Nose winner at Pompadour last time. In a better race now but hard to rule out.  

12. BERLIN CALLING - Placed three starts ago and midfield twice since. Should remain in good form and is 

easy to fancy. 

13. DAUPHINE DE FRANCE - Inconsistent performances recently. Rates well on best of those runs though 

and has definite each way claims. 

14. HONEYMOON - Head second at Deauville in this grade two starts ago. Remains unexposed and can 

improve further. Interesting.  

Summary: MY LADY ROCK (4) rates highly on a close second two starts ago in a class three contest. Now 
tackles a class four and looks the one to beat. PLACE PASDELOUP (7) showed promise on both starts this 
campaign and should be reaching peak fitness. Big chance. BERLIN CALLING (12) is an honest mare who 
shaped well in defeat recently. Threat to all. VEGA DREAM (6) posted a career best placing latest. Can 
improve further and holds each way claims. 

Selections 

MY LADY ROCK (4) - PLACE PASDELOUP (7) - BERLIN CALLING (12) - VEGA DREAM (6)  



Race 8 - PRIX BERNARD DE SAINT-SEINE -  1800m HCP CL4. Purse EUR €10,000. 

1. LLOYD - 2.25L fourth at Pornichet latest. Can progress further and has each way claims. 

2. EXCLUSIVE BEAUTY - Uninspiring recent form figures and unlikely to factor. 

3. QUIZ EVOLUTION - Running consistently this campaign without troubling the judge. Place likely best.  

4. GREY SENSATION - Nose second at Clairefontaine last time was a solid effort. Drops in grade and has 

run well here in the past. Big chance. 

5. ENJOY THE SILENCE - Returned to form with good third at Clairefontaine. Drawn well and easy to fancy.  

6. NIGHT OF LOVE - Uninspiring recent figures and best watched once more. 

7. COMPULSORY - Struggling this campaign and happy to oppose at present.  

8. ZAVERNA - Slightly better run last time but will need further progression to trouble the judge.  

9. CAMPIONE - Been freshened and will need to resumes in better form than he ended last campaign in. 

10. MOCKLERSHILL - Modest recent form figures and happy to oppose at present. 

11. VISION REBELLE - 0.7L fourth at Rochefort-Sur-Loire reads well but struggled over hurdles since. 

Reverts to the flat now though and has winning claims.  

12. VEBRON - 6L fourth on reappearance. Not disgraced there but needs more in this field. 

13. ASTROLOGO - Out of form and unlikely to factor. 

14. GODRIC - Resumes. Drawn well and worth a market check on return. 

Summary: GREY SENSATION (4) was beaten a nose in a stronger race last time. Will prove hard to beat. 
ENJOY THE SILENCE (5) ran his best race for some time when placing at Clairefontaine. Big chance if able 
to improve. LLOYD (1) has been running creditably well this campaign. Each way player. VISION REBELLE 
(11) ran well on last flat run and looks a threat to all back in this sphere. 

Selections 

GREY SENSATION (4) - ENJOY THE SILENCE (5) - LLOYD (1) - VISION REBELLE (11) 


